So what happens to bring stories to life in our minds? How do our minds use the letters on the page to let us step into the shoes of our favorite characters and experience the events in a story?
Recent research in psychology and neuroscience is beginning to unravel the fascinating process of reading comprehension. Reading comprehension is how we understand the meaning of the words and sentences we are reading, and it is what helps make stories come to life in our minds. Studies with both adults and children are beginning to show us that the reason we sometimes feel like we have stepped into the shoes of a story character is because our minds really do pretend that we are actually participating in the story. This is something that scientists refer to as mental simulation [1] . Just like a flight simulator allows training pilots to practice flying a plane, stories seem to be a life simulator, allowing our minds to pretend they are doing all sorts of interesting activities. Let us take a look at some of these studies; we think you will find the results very cool!
PERCEPTUAL SIMULATION: SEEING WITH A CHARACTER
Perceptual simulation is our minds' ability to copy the experiences of our senses, such as images, sounds, and tastes.
When we talk about reading, we often talk about "visualizing" the characters and settings in a story. The ability to visualize what is read is a very difficult thing to measure, because there is no way to capture a photo of what a person is imagining in their mind. Instead, scientists have come up with clever ways to tell whether people in their studies are just storing the words from a story in their mind, or if they are creating a mental image or perceptual simulation of what they are reading about. In one set of studies, scientists presented the participants in their study with sentences like "The ranger saw the bird in the sky" and "The ranger saw the bird in the nest [2] ." Figure 1 Have you ever stayed awake at night because you could not put your book down? Figure 1 Before we even explain what is the different between these two sentences, you, like the participants in the study, may be thinking about the birds in the two sentences very differently. In the first sentence, The ranger saw the bird in the sky, the bird is flying, so its wings should be outstretched. In the second sentence, The ranger saw the bird in the nest, the bird is sitting, so its wings should be tucked against its body. Participants in the study would read the sentences on a computer screen, and would then see an image on the screen that either matched (like reading The ranger saw the bird in the sky and seeing the image in Figure 2A ) or did not match (like reading The ranger saw the bird in the sky and seeing the image in Figure 2B ). People would click a button faster when the sentence and image matched than when they did not match. Recently, this same study was done with children and teenagers between the ages of 7 and 13, and the scientists found the same results [3] . Notice that there is nothing in the sentence that tells you or the participants in the study how the bird should look -both sentences simply say, "the bird." So, when people are faster to respond to the matching image, we can conclude it is because of perceptual simulation.
In a similar study, scientists tested whether participants would not only create a mental image but also simulate the visibility of an image [4] . Before we explain this study, first imagine yourself skiing through a forest. You are wearing a pair of goggles to keep the snow out of your eyes. You are getting warm and your goggles are starting to fog up. You see something through the trees in the distance. You cannot quite tell, but it looks like a moose! You pull of your goggles and you see that it really is a big, majestic moose. The scientists tested this same type of scenario. They presented their participants with a sentence like, Through the fogged goggles, the ranger could hardly identify the moose. They then showed them either a clear picture of a moose, as in Figure 3A , or a blurry picture of a moose, as in Figure 3B . Can you guess which picture the participants were faster to respond to? Like the study before, this suggests that, as readers, we simulate aspects of a scene that Figure 2 When you read the sentence, "The ranger saw the bird in the sky," which picture is closer to how you imagined it, the flying bird (A) or the sitting bird (B)? Figure 2 are not described in the words on the page. We elaborate by adding details and features that would be present if we were actually involved in the scene in real life. Impressive, isn't it?
The studies we have described so far have involved only computers that present sentences and images, and that record how long it takes participants to respond. Other studies have used more sophisticated (and expensive) machinery that is able to provide images of activity in the brain when people are reading [5] . Researchers conducting these studies have found that when participants read about, for example, a character picking up an object, the area of the brain that is involved in grasping objects is activated. When they read about kicking, the area of the brain that controls foot motions is activated! Of course, this is not a full activation, or you would be picking up or kicking things as you read. But as you read a story, some kind of activation in these brain areas is happening. It will take more studies for us to understand exactly what this activation is.
TEMPORAL SIMULATION: PASSING TIME WITH A CHARACTER
We now know that there is good evidence that people create perceptual simulations when they read. What other types of simulation might take place when we read?
Temporal simulation is our minds' ability to simulate the duration, or amount of time an activity takes. Could it be possible that people read more quickly when a character is moving quickly, compared to when they are moving slowly?
Studies from our laboratory with children aged 3-5 years have found this very thing [6] . The children in these studies were too young to read, so they listened to stories on a computer instead. The children heard one sentence at a time, and were able to click through the story at their own pace. In one study, children listened to a story in which a character was watching activities in a park as she walked by or was driven by. When you are Figure 3 When you read the sentence, "Through the fogged goggles, the ranger could hardly identify the moose," which picture is closer to how you imagined it, (A) or (B)? Figure 3 walking somewhere, you of course pass by scenery more slowly (as shown in Figure 4A ) than when you are being driven by (as shown in Figure 4B ). Children in our study were not shown any pictures, but they clicked through these sentences more quickly when the character was being driven by.
Another way of measuring what people are doing when listening to or reading a story is through eye tracking. Scientists can place some equipment on a participant's head that allows them to track the eye movements the participant makes during a task. In a clever study, a group of scientists presented participants with sentences that included verbs that described either fast movements, such as dash, or slow movements, such as dawdle [7] . Although they were listening to the sentence, the participants also viewed a picture that showed a character and the object he was moving toward, with a path in between them. Participants eyes traced along the path more quickly when they heard verbs like dash and run than when they heard verbs like dawdle or stagger.
EMOTIONAL SIMULATION: THINKING AND FEELING WITH A CHARACTER
When you think about your experience reading your favorite book, what do you remember most? For many of us, it may be the emotions we felt when we read different parts of the story. Perhaps you felt nervous during a suspenseful part of the book, and sad during another.
Emotional simulation is our minds' ability to infer, or figure out, a character's emotional reaction to events in a story, and to feel this emotion ourselves.
Just like participants in the other study were faster to recognize images of a bird with outstretched wings when they heard a sentence like The ranger saw the bird in the sky, we might expect that readers may also be faster to recognize emotion words that match what the character is likely feeling. In one study, participants heard a story about a boy named Arthur [8] . In the story, a classmate who Arthur has a crush on comes up to him and asks him if he will Figure 4 These images show the view a person may have when walking (A) or being driven by a park (B). Based on research from our laboratory, we know that children simulate this experience and imagine passing by a park faster when a character is being driven compared to walking. teach her how to play tennis. Arthur is not sure if she is interested in him, or if she is just looking for a way to get into the tennis club. He is not even sure if the girl will show up. After reading the first part of the story, participants would see one of two sentences: Arthur felt quite insecure or Arthur felt quite flattered. Which sentence do you think they were faster to click the button in response to? Participants in this study were faster to recognize the emotion that matched the situation (insecure) than the one that did not match (flattered). The story describes a situation in which Arthur feels uncertain and insecure, but we have to infer these emotions and maybe even simulate them.
In other studies with adults, researchers gave participants stories to read and asked them to report their emotion or mood during or after reading the story [9] . The type of story they read influenced the way they felt. For example, participants reported feeling more negative emotions after reading a story about a character who felt fear [10] . This was especially the case if the story was written in the second-person (with you as the main character) or if the participants were asked to imagine they were the character.
In another study from our laboratory [6] , 3-to 5-year-old children listened to stories about a character who was getting ready to go somewhere he was either really excited about or was dreading (see Figures 5A,B) . Children did not see any pictures, but clicked through sentences describing the character getting ready (for example, changing his clothes, cleaning up toys) more quickly when the character was getting ready to go somewhere he was really excited about. They clicked through these sentences more slowly when the character was going somewhere he was dreading. This study tells us that young children are able to step into the shoes of the character and share the character's feelings.
CONCLUSION
Reading a book and getting swept into another world is such a natural experience, that often we do not take the time to think about why we can get so caught up in a story. Up until recently, the way our minds process stories was One of these girls (A) is much more excited to go somewhere than the other (B). Studies from our laboratory show that children processed sentences faster when they were hearing about the girl who was excited to get ready. somewhat of a mystery. The research findings we have described and other new research findings in the fields of psychology and neuroscience are beginning to tell the tale of what our minds do when we read or listen to a story. More and more research is showing us that when we read a story, our minds act as if we are actually experiencing the events in the story, although safely and from the comfort of our favorite chair! In new research from our laboratory and others [11] , we are also beginning to find that difficulty creating these mental simulations is related to with more difficulty understanding and following stories that are longer and more detailed. So, for some children, not being able to see the stories in their minds may make it harder for them to keep track of everything that is going on and where, when and why it is going on. This means that this research is important, not only because it tells us something interesting about how our minds work but also because the findings could someday help teachers and parents to find new ways to help children who are having difficulty with reading.
